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Dive into unparalleled pool cleanliness with the Scuba N1
Ultra— the ultimate cordless robotic cleaner. Its four
brushless motors offer robust 492 LPM suction, ensuring
every inch, including the waterline, is debris-free.
Enhanced with WavePath™ 2.0 for smart navigation and
dual-layer filtration for microscopic purity, this device
promises a spotless pool. Enjoy up to three hours of
meticulous cleaning, manageable through the Aiper app
for a customized, hassle-free pool maintenance
experience.

Ultra Cleaning Power
The pinnacle of the Scuba 2024 series is the Scuba N1 Ultra. Designed specifically for in-ground pools, this product
has four brushless motors that deliver an unprecedented 492 LPM of powerful suction to thoroughly remove all debris
from pools.

Horizontal Waterline Cleaning
The industry-first cordless robotic pool cleaner capable of horizontal waterline cleaning, the N1 Ultra possesses
precise flow, dual drainage outlets, and an infrared sensor system for navigation and obstacle avoidance while
cleaning pools

Double Filtration
Equipped with a dual-layer filtration system, the N1 Ultra is designed to remove all contaminants and micro-organisms
down to 3 microns in size from pools, giving Scuba N1 Ultra owners peace of mind that the pool is spotlessly clean.

WavePath™ Navigation Technology 2.0
Leveraging cutting-edge technology, WavePath™ 2.0 takes advantage of the natural flow of your pool, thereby
increasing cleaning coverage. Top-of-the-line sensors allow the device to pinpoint the device location within your pool,
delivering the most pristine clean for your pool's floor, walls, and waterline.

Infrared Obstacle Avoidance
Four infrared devices  are equipped to the N1 Ultra enabling the device to detect and react to obstacles present in your
pool. For maximum cleaning coverage, superior precision, and extended cleaning
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capabilities.

Extended Dirt Container
Developed for difficult cleaning tasks, it offers up to three hours of efficient cleaning for pools up to 200 m². It is
equipped with a large 7.5 litre dirt container and can handle intensive cleaning with ease.

Optional smart control with the Aiper app
The Scuba N1 Ultra connects wirelessly to Aiper's own communication buoy, giving users access to real-time pool and
device data, the ability to set and change cleaning modes and even control the N1 Ultra manually.

Optional Waterline Retrieval
A feature of the Aiper App, Waterline Retrieval allows you to recall your device to the edge of your pool’s waterline for
easy retrieval and complete convenience. No need to get wet, no fumbling with a hook and pole, the N1 Ultra knows all
the best tricks.

Optional HydroInsight Technology
The Aiper Scuba N1 Ultra arms you with a complete picture of the health of your pool’s water by measuring and
reporting back to you via the Aiper App the pH value, ORP value, water temperature, and more.

What's in the box

    •  1x Aiper Scuba S1 Ultra
    •  1x DC Charger
    •  1x User Manual
    •  1x Retrieval Hook
    •  2× Extra PVC Brushes
    •  2× Extra 3m Ultra-fine Filter

Specs

Product Attributes

EAN: 6975140315199

Manufacturer number: X7 PRO - EU

Product weight: 13.0 kilograms
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